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CHINESE NEW YEAR 2022

Welcoming The Year of Water Tiger

Chinese New Year 2022 will fall on Tuesday, February 1st, 2022, beginning a year of the Tiger.
The Tiger is known as the king of all beasts in China. The zodiac sign Tiger is a symbol of
strength, exorcising evils, and braveness.
Though the Chinese New Year is meant to be spent

with family and

friends,

the

COVID-19 pandemic means that Lunar New Year celebrations around the world, will again
look different this year. Many Chinese families face the prospect of their third Lunar
New Year spent apart. So, many people have found new ways to celebrate the festival,
from seeing lion dance parades online to more-nuclear family dinners..
The main Chinese New Year activities include putting up decorations, offering sacrifices
to ancestors, eating reunion dinner with family on New Year's Eve, giving red envelopes
and other gifts, firecrackers and fireworks, and watching lion and dragon dances.
Chinese New Year’s importance is rooted deep in history, and today it remains the
most important occasion for generations of families to reunite and spend time together.
The celebration is also believed to be significant to ensure good fortune for the coming year.
We are hoping that 2022 will be a safe and healthy year, with lots of abundance and
exciting new opportunities!

Gong Xi Fa Cai!
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WHAT TO DO DURING EARTHQUAKE
A note from Kartika Puspitasari

We refer to the recent earthquake that occurred near Jakarta. Here is what you need to do during an earthquake,
whether you're at home, at work, at school or just out and about. Taking the proper actions, such as "Drop,
Cover, and Hold On", can save lives and reduce your risk of death or injury. During earthquakes, drop to the floor, take
cover under a sturdy desk or table, and hold on to it firmly. Be prepared to move with it until the shaking stopped.

WHEN INDOORS

Stay as safe as possible during an earthquake. Be aware that some earthquakes are actually foreshocks and a
larger earthquake might occur. Minimize your movements to a few steps to a nearby safe place and stay
indoors until the shaking has stopped and you are sure exiting is safe.
When you feel an earthquake, duck under a desk or sturdy table. Stay away from windows, bookcases, file
cabinets, heavy mirrors, hanging plants, and other heavy objects that could fall. Watch out for falling plaster and
ceiling tiles. Stay undercover until the shaking stops and hold onto your cover. If it moves, move with it.
DROP to the ground; take COVER by getting under a sturdy table or other
piece of furniture; and HOLD ON until the shaking stops. If there isn't a
table or desk near you, cover your face and head with your arms and
crouch in an inside corner of the building.
Stay away from glass, windows, outside doors and walls, and anything that
could fall, such as lighting fixtures or furniture.
Use a doorway for shelter only if it is in close proximity to you and if you
know it is a strongly supported, load-bearing doorway.
Stay

inside

until

the shaking

stops

and

Building Management

announces on the P.A. that it is safe to go outside. Research has shown
that most injuries occur when people inside buildings attempt to move to a
different location inside the building or try to leave.

Be aware that the electricity may go out or the sprinkler systems or fire alarms may turn on. DO NOT use the
elevators.
If you are in a HIGH-RISE BUILDING, and not near a desk or table, move against an interior wall and protect your
head with your arms. Stay indoors. Glass windows can dislodge during the quake and sail for hundreds of feet.
If you're in a CROWDED STORE OR OTHER PUBLIC PLACE, do not rush for exits. Move away from display shelves
containing objects that could fall.
If you're in a WHEELCHAIR, stay in it. Move to cover, if possible, lock your wheels, and protect your head with your
arms.
If you're in the KITCHEN/ PANTRY, move away from the refrigerator, stove, and overhead cupboards. (Take time
NOW to anchor appliances, and install security latches on cupboard doors to reduce hazards.)

WHEN OUTDOORS - STAY THERE!

If you're OUTDOORS, move to a clear area away from trees, signs, buildings, electrical wires and poles. Move away
from buildings, streetlights, and utility wires.
Once in the open, stay there until the shaking stops. The greatest danger exists directly outside buildings, at exits, and
alongside exterior walls. Many of the 120 fatalities from the 1933 Long Beach earthquake occurred when people ran
outside of buildings only to be killed by falling debris from collapsing walls. Ground movement during an earthquake
is seldom the direct cause of death or injury. Most earthquake-related casualties result from collapsing walls, flying
glass, and falling objects.
If you're on a SIDEWALK NEAR BUILDINGS, duck into a doorway to protect yourself from falling bricks, glass,
plaster, and other debris.
If you're DRIVING, pull over to the side of the road and stop. Avoid overpasses, power lines, and other
hazards. Stay inside the vehicle until the shaking is over. Stop as quickly as safety permits and stay in the
vehicle. Avoid stopping near or under buildings, trees, overpasses, and utility wires. Proceed cautiously once
the earthquake has stopped. Avoid roads, bridges, or ramps that might have been damaged by the earthquake.
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KOMUNAL SPACE LEVEL 2 IS BACK
From standard business and board meetings to interviews, business presentations, seminars,
workshops, and workout classes, Komunal Space on Level 2 is available to be configured
according to your needs and event program.
With overall capacity of 140 pax, Komunal Space services
include; high-speed internet access, screen projector, stationary
supplies, mineral water, housekeeping and concierge services.

When making your booking,
please tell us:
Your name and company
Date of event
Time of booking
Number of participants
Equipment needed
Set-up requirements
Any other pertinent
information regarding
your event

For pricelist and bookings,
please do not hesitate to
reach our Concierge
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VALENTINE'S DAY AT CAPITAL PLACE 2022

sweetness
in the air
OUR CONCIERGE HAS A SPECIAL
VALENTINE'S DAY SURPRISE FOR ALL
TENANTS ON 14 FEBRUARY 2022
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VALENTINE'S DAY AT YOUR OWN COMFORT
Are you looking for a place to dine in on Valentine's day with your dearest one? Or a bouquet
of fresh roses to give to your significant other? Be free of worry and confusion.. our Concierge
has prepared a list for you to choose and is happy to be of assistance for bookings and
reservations.

Osteria GIA
With a twist to the Italian cuisine, Osteria
GIA uses the freshest and finest ingredients –
some of which are directly imported from
Italy. The carefully crafted menu created by
their very own Chef Tomasso Gonfiantini will
take everyone on a culinary journey with the
richest of Italian flavours.

Bistecca
This Italian-American steakhouse from the
Union Group and Chef Luca Pezzera pays
homage to great New York steakhouses.
Conveniently

located

in

the

SCBD

area,

Bistecca is an ideal spot for a romantic tête-àtête, an important business lunch/dinner, a
casual meal with friends, or after hours drinks
with colleagues.
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Kilo Jakarta
K Restaurant Jakarta aim to serve Jakarta
crowd

with

impeccable

mouthwatering
service.

The

dishes
menu

and
is

a

delightful mash-up of cuisines from all over
the world. Inspired by Italian, Japanese and
Indonesia cuisines, the chef has curated a
menu to satisfy your tastebuds.

A BOUQUET FOR SOMEONE SPECIAL
La Madame Florist
La Madame Florist is a flower house located
in North Jakarta, Pantai Indah Kapuk.
Professionally curated by a local expert La
Madame Florist, with more than hundreds of
bouquet, flower box, flower basket and gift
options to choose from

Outerbloom Florist
A trusted online flower shop based in Jakarta that
provides the needs for flower arrangements and
romantic gifts. Outerbloom arranges flowers in a
unique and interesting way so that they are
memorable and always close to the heart

For orders, reservations inquiries and other options
for recommendation, please feel free to talk to our
Concierge. They will be more than happy to assist you!
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VALENTINE'S HAMPERS AND CAKES
This Valentine’s Day, make a statement of love
with the Spoil Me Hamper (IDR 870,000++),
featuring an exquisite bouquet of red roses and a
box of sixteen signature La Patisserie bon bons.

“Love Is A Game” (IDR 570,000++) is a delightful
combination of jasmine chocolate mousse, orange
Cointreau

ganache,

bittersweet

cocoa

sponge,

walnut praline and cereal crunch.

The delectable “Amorena La Rose” (IDR 880,000++) is
made with 60% dark chocolate mousse, Amarena
cherries, bittersweet cocoa sponge and vanilla Chantilly,
topped with scarlet roses.

For those who prefer to keep it lighter, two more
options are available. The “St Honore Mi Amore” is
an individual serving option without the roses, while
the “Cube D'Amour” is crafted with rose and vanilla
yogurt

mousse,

strawberry

compote,

pistachio

sponge and yuzu curd.
To order hampers and cakes: #FSChat us through
WhatsApp at +6221 2277 1888.
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Valentine's Day at ALTO
CENA DI SAN VALENTINO

Chef Marco and his team have created an all-new five-course menu that is sure to delight the
palate, gladden the heart and rekindle feelings of love and passion.
Arrive at this red and gold sky-high dining venue and be welcomed with a complimentary
cocktail or mocktail. Begin the gastronomical journey with the Emozione Rossa, a subtle play of
smoked beetroot, amaranth leaves, stracciatella and crackers, then move on to specialties like
the fois gras parfait, crab ravioli and Wagyu beef sirloin. The pastry team’s one-of-a-kind
artistic creation, Rose Rosse, provides the perfect sweet ending to an evening of epicurean
romance.
Limited seating for dinner on February 14, 2022 at IDR 1,688,000++ per person.
To reserve a table at Alto Restaurant & Bar: call or WhatsApp +62 878-8870-0096 or #FSChat
the Hotel.
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